Mission: UNITE-LA's mission is to ensure the continuous improvement of effective and aligned cradle-to-career public education and workforce development systems in Los Angeles, resulting in all children and youth having access to a high-quality education.
Planning Committee
Mission: The Los Angeles Digital Equity Action League (LA DEAL) Consortium is a collaborative community-driven process to assess and tackle the broadband gaps that exist in communities across the L.A. region.

This unique Regional Broadband Consortium for L.A. County seeks to address broadband access in a systemic and equitable way through true community representation and a strong infrastructure of civic leaders representing business, education, nonprofits, and government, so that underserved and disadvantaged people have equal access to affordable, reliable, and high-speed internet service, and the devices and training to optimize their use.
Health Care Participation

- Industry Convenings
- Caltrans Study
- Taskforce Participation
Opportunities to Engage

● Sign up for LA DEAL’s monthly newsletter
● Task Force Convenings: Infrastructure, Adoption, Policy
● Explore a CASF infrastructure project as an anchor institutions
Questions

Visit the LA DEAL website: www.ladeal.org

Amy Cortina Mathias, Senior Vice President, Strategic Partnerships, UNITE-LA  acortina@unitela.com